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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout he paper, the model 
Yi = g(~i, 13o) + 6i, (1.1) 
xi = ~ + ~i, (1.2) 
is considered, where Yi and x~ are observed, ~i and $i are random error terms, ~i is (nonstochastic) 
nuisance parameter, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  g is a known function and/30 is the true value of the unknown 
parameter f~ to be estimated. 
Models having the form (1.1)-(1.2) are called errors-in-variables regression models. Errors-in- 
variables models have been considered for about half a century. A summary of results is given in 
Fuller's textbook [1]. 
In the literature two main classes of errors-in-variables models are distinguished, the functional 
case, where explanatory variables ~i are nonrandom, and the structural case, where ~ are random. 
In this paper discussion will be confined to the functional case. 
The functional case was studied in 2.3.1 of [1] when g is linear. Asymptotic properties of the 
least squares estimator in the linear functional model were discussed in [2]. 
Concerning the structural case we refer to the following recent papers. In [3] an improvement 
of the naive approach was studied. In [4] a consistent procedure assuming validation data and 
based on least squares methods was proposed. In [5] the asymptotic properties of so-called SIMEX 
estimator were derived. 
*This re~xch was supported by Hungarian Foundation for Scientific Researches under Grant No. OTKA-T016933- 
1966 and by Hungarian Ministry of Culture and Education under Grant No. 179-1995. 
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The least squares estimator of/~ minimizes the function 
! 
min [(Yi - g(~,/~))2 + (xi - ~)2]. (1.3) 
i=1 ~ERq 
In [6] an explicit proof was given for the fact that in the case of i.i.d, one-dimensional error terms 
under certain conditions the least squares estimator is not consistent. This result was extended 
for vector valued and dependent error terms {e~) in [7]. 
Instead of the least squares estimator an alternative stimator is studied. The alternative 
estimator is/~n that minimizes expression Qn(/~) in (2.3). This estimator has been studied in [8] 
in the case when ~i, ~, i = 1,2 , . . . ,  are i.i.d, one-dimensional random variables. In the present 
paper a more general setting is studied, i.e., the case of vector valued {~i) and mixing {~i). We 
remark that a similar approach was studied in [9]. 
In Section 2 the model and the estimator are described. In Section 3 theorems about the 
asymptotic behaviour of/~n are presented. Proofs are given in Sections 4 and 5. 
Theorem 3.1 is a consistency result: /~n ~/~0, in probability. The main tool of the proof is 
Utev's inequality for mixing sequences of random variables. 
In Theorem 3.6 it is proved that under certain assumptions 
> 
In the proof Utev's inequalities for mixing sequences and inequalities for large deviations of 
fluctuations of random fields (see [10,11]) are used. The method of the proof contains a division 
of the parameter set into small parts. That approach was used by Dorogovtsev [12] and Ibragimov 
and Hasminskii [10]. Ivanov [13] and Prakasa Rao [14] investigated the least squares estimator 
in nonlinear egression models by that method. 
The following notation is used. N is the set of positive integers, R is the real line, R n is the 
p-dimensional Euclidean space with norm H II, C(A) is the set of real valued continuous functions 
defined on A. We shall denote different constants with the same letter c. We shall suppose the 
existence of an underlying probability space (~, ~', P). w E ~ denotes an elementary event. 
F~ stands for the expectation. 
II~llp = {E[~[P) 1/p , 1 < p < co, 
is the norm in Lp. OR(l) denotes a quantity converging to zero in probability. 
2. THE MODEL AND THE EST IMATOR 
Let us consider the following model: 
Yi = g(~i, ~o) + ~fi, (2.1) 
xi = ~i + ei, (2.2) 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  where design points ~1,~2,..., are nonstochastic but not observed, y~, x~ are ob- 
served, e~, 6~ are (nonobserved) random error terms (i = 1, 2, . . .  ). /~0 is the true value of the 
unknown parameter/~ to be estimated. 
Suppose that the parameter set is p-dimensional: /~0 E O c R n, x~, ~i, e~ are q-dimensional 
vectors, Yi, ~i are scalars (i = 1,2, . . . ) ,  g : Rq x O --- R is a known function. 
Consider the following assumptions. 
(Ai) The set {~i : i = 1 ,2 , . . . )  is independent from {ei : i = 1,2, . . .} ,  Ee~ = 0, F~$~ = 0, 
i=  1 ,2 , . . . .  
(Aid) ~1, 62 . . . .  , are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. 
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We shall suppose the existence of two auxiliary functions. 
(A f )  There exist an open set U D e and a function f E C(R q x U) such that 
]lP.f(~ -I- ~'1, f~) ~- g(~, ~), 
for each ~ E R q,/~ E O. 
(Ah) There exists a function h E C(R q x U) such that 
Eh(~ + ~1, ~) = g2(5 ~), 
for each ~ E R q, ~ E O. 
We consider the following modification of the least squares method. Let f~ = f)~ be the 
minimum point of 
n 
i - -1  
By Pfanzagl [15] there exists a measurable solution of the above minimum problem. 
Contrary to {ei} the sequence (5i} is not supposed to be i.i.d. We shall use mixing conditions 
for the dependence of {dfi}. If A and B are a-algebras, then 
a(A,B) = sup IP(AB) - P(A)P(B)I, 
AEA,BEB 
~(A,B) = sup IP(B ] A ) -  P(B)I. 
AE.A,BEI3 
Let A4 t denote the a-algebra generated by {5i : k < i < l}. Let 
k co . (n )= sup - (M1,Mk÷~),  
l_<k(co 
k co ~(n)= sup v(M1,M~÷n),  
l<k(co 
j(t) = 2 min{k e N: 2k _> t}. 
The following conditions will be appropriate for our purpose: 
oo  
a(v,t) = E~x/ J ( t ) (k ) (k  + 1) j(t)-2 < 00, (A~) 
k----1 
oo  
b(ot, t, d) -~ E old/CJCt)+d)(k)(k q- 1)jet)--2 <~ CO, (As) 
k=l 
where d > 0. 
We close this section with examples of functions f and h. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. In the case of linear model g(x; r, 7) = v + "yx, where the parameter is f~ = (% 7), 
it is easy to see that functions f(x; % 7) = r + 7x and h(x; v, '7) = (v + 7x) 2 - 72F~ satisfy 
assumptions (A f )  and (Ah), respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. In the case of exponential model g(x; r,'y) = re "~z, where the parameter is fl = 
(% ?), it is easy to see that functions f(x; % 7) = (EeT~) -lreTz and h(x; r, 7) = (EeZ'~e)-lr2e 2"yz 
satisfy assumptions (A f )  and (Ah), respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the case of Gaussian regression curve 
g(x; % m, 7) = r exp ( 
(~ m) 2 I 
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where the parameter is/3 = (r, m, "7). Assume that el is normally distributed with variance a2 
and 7 > ax/2. An easy calculation shows that functions 
r7 exp( (x -m)2)  and 
f ( z ;  r ,  m,  7)  = v /72  _ a2  - 2 (72 _ a2  ) , 
7"27 ( (x -m)  2) 
h(x; v, m, 7) = ~ exp 
- 2~2 ~-  ~ ' 
satisfy Assumptions (A f) and (Ah), respectively. 
Remark that [8] gives a method to derive f and h. The method is based on Fourier transform. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC  BEHAVIOUR OF  EST IMATOR f~n 
3A. Consistency 
First we list conditions for consistency of/~n in the Q-mixing case. 
(A1) The parameter set O is compact. 
(A2) g is bounded. 
(A3) For each sequence {~n} and for each/3, E O and a > 0 
1 n 
liminf inf E (g(~i,/3) - g(~i,/3.)) 2 > 0. 
n--.oo II~-~.ll>a hi--1 
(A4) For each d > 0 there exists l > 0 such that for each s E R q 
I Ig(8,/31) -- g(8,~2)11 <~ d, if 11/31 --/3211 <~ I. 
(h5) lim limsup E sup I f(Xn,~l) - .f(Xn,~2)l = O. 
t--*0 n--*oo I I~a-~l l<t  
(A6) lim limsup E sup [h(xn,/31) - h(x,,/32)l = 0. 
t--.0 n--.oo II~l-a211<t 
(A7) supE l/(z.,/3)l t < pc, 
n 
for each/3 ~ t9. 
(A8) supE Ih(x,,/3)l t < oo, 
n 
for each/3 E O. 
(A9) supE I~fnl t < c~. 
n 
The following theorem concerns the consistency of/~n in the ~o-mixing case. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that for the model (2.1),(2.2) conditions (Ai), (Aid), (A,f), (Ah), 
(A1)-(A6) are satisfied. Moreover, assume that for a t > 1 conditions (A~o), and (AT)-(A9) 
are satisfied. Then l imn-~ ~n = ~o in probability, where ~n is the estimator defined by (2.3). 
To prove Theorem 3.1 momen~ inequalities for ~-mixing sequences of random variables are 
used. Applying appropriate inequalities for a-mixing sequences the same result can be proved. 
REMARK 3.2. Theorem 3.1 remains valid if conditions (A9) and (A~) are replaced with the 
following conditions: there exist t > 1 and d > 0 such that (A9) with exponent t + d and (An) 
are satisfied. 
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REMARK 3.3. The independence of 61, e2, . . . ,  in Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 can be replaced 
with appropriate mixing conditions. 
We remark that the identical distribution of el, e2, . . . ,  is not necessary, however, if el, e2, . . . ,  
have different distributions then instead of f and h one has to use sequences {fn} and {hn}. 
REMARK 3.4. Consistency of/~n can be proved for vector valued g, too. In that case f will be 
also vector valued. 
REMARK 3.5. Instead of (A2), one can suppose that ~1, ~2,-.., belong to a compact set and g is 
continuous. 
Instead of (A5), one can suppose that 
(A5') lim sup E sup [f(~ -[- e l ,  ~1) -- f(~ -b e l ,  ~2)[ = 0. 
Instead of (A7), one can suppose that 
(AT') supE If(~-t- el,/3)l t < oo, 
for each/3 E O. 
The same applies for conditions (A6) and (AS), too. 
3B. Large Deviat ion 
Now, we list assumptions for large deviation result. 
(AI*) The parameter set O is compact and convex. 
Put 
rt 
1 y~ (g(~i, B1) - g(~,,/32)) 2,~I/n(~l,  ~2) ~-~ 
i~ l  
where j31, 132 E O. 
(A3*) There exist 0 < K1 <_ K2 < oo such that for each/31, /32 e O, n E N 
gll l /~l - &l l  2 _< ' f f J ' .n . (~l ,  .~2)  ----- K2[I/Yl - &ll ~. 
(A5*) E ~eesup Of(~_~+ el, ~) r 
is a bounded function of ~. 
is a bounded function of ~. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that [or the model (2.1),(2.2) assumptions (Ai), (Aid), (A f ) ,  (Ah), 
(AI*), (A2), (A3*) are satisfied. Moreover, assume that there exists r with 2 <_ r, p < r such 
that (A~) with t = r, (AS*), (Aft*), and (A9) with t = r are satisfied. Then, there exists c > 0 
such that for each Q > 0 and n E N 
> o)<_ 04 
In the a-mixing case the following modification of Theorem 3.6 is valid. 
REMARK 3.7. Suppose that for the model (2.1)-(2.2) assumptions (Ai), (Aid), (Af), (Ah), 
(AI*), (A2), (A3*) are satisfied. Moreover, assume that there exist d > 0 and r with 2 < r, p < r 
such that (Aa) with t -- r, (A9) with t = r+d,  (A5*), and (A6*) are satisfied. Then, there exists 
c > 0 such that for each ~ > 0 and n E N 
C 
REMARK 3.8. The independence of el, e2, . . . ,  in Theorem 3.6 and Remark 3.7 can be replaced 
with appropriate mixing conditions. 
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4. PROOF OF  CONSISTENCY 
We need the following inequalities of Utev [16]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let rli be measurable with respect to the a-a/gebra generated by 6~, Erli = O, 
i = 1,2, . . . .  
(i) In the ~-mixing case: 
i=~l rJi t E < cl(t)a(~,t) E Irhl', 
i= I  
f f l<t<2;  
S < c l ( t )a(~,t)max S It/,] t, E (~?i) 2 , 
i=1  
ff 2 < t. In particular, 
n t / ,, \ t12 
E Z airh < cl(t)a(cp, t ) (Za2 i~ l<i<nmaX E Irl, I t, (4.1) 
i=1  \ i=1  / -- -- 
f f2_<t. 
(ii) In the a-mixing case let d > O, then 
~li= n ~i t n E < c2(t)b(a, t, d) Z II0,11 +d, 
i=1  
f f l<t<2;  
E i~=lrh <c2(t)b(a, t ,d)max Y]~llmll~+d, II~ll~+d , 
i=1  i----1 
ff 2 < t. In particular 
E < c2(t)b(a, t, d) a~ II dl +d, (4.2) 
if2 < t. (Here el(t) and c2(t) depend on t (and c2(t) on the dimension in the multidimen- 
sional case) but they do not depend on n.) 
The proof can be found in [16], Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, and Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2. | 
We shall intensively use ~-,  Chebyshev's, and Jensen's inequalities without explicitly mention- 
ing them. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let limn.-.oo Un(~) = 0 in probability [or each ~ E O, where 0 is a compact set. 
Suppose that for each e > 0 
l imsupP(  sup [Un(f/1)-Un(~2)[ > e~--O. (4.3) lim 
t-.o n--.c~ tl131-3211<t J 
Then 
lim sup IU,,(f~)l -- 0, (4.4) 
n.. . .*~ OEO 
in probability. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2. Let l > 0. By compactness of O there exist/31,... ,/3m G O such that 
m 
e c_ U {/3:11/3 -/3,,:11 < t}. 
k=l  
Then 
L f lGo  k----1 . . . . .  m 
+P~ sup sup IU . ( /3) -u . ( /3 , ) l>~} 
{,k=l . . . . .  m II/~-/~k II<l 
< P lU,,(/3k)l>x +e sup . 
k=l [, 11/~1-,~211<t 
Therefore 
l imsupP sup IUn(/3)[ > ~ _< l imsupP sup [Un(/31) - Un(/32)[ > 
a-.co (0~O n--*oo (11/~1-~211<1 2 " 
By l ~ 0 we obtain the result. The lemma is proved. 
PROOF THEOREM 3 .1 .  Using abbreviations 
gi(/3) = g(~i,/3), riO3) = f (x i , /3) ,  hi(~3) = h(xi, /3),  (4.5) 
we have Yi = gi(/3o) + 5i and 
( (g , ( /3 )  - g , ( /3o))  2 - 2 (s , ( /3)  - g , ( /3) )  g,( /3o) 
1 
q"(/3) = n 
i=1 " (4.6) 
- (g~(~) - hd/3)) + 26,g,(/3o) - 2~J,(/3) + ~}.  
As 5i and gi(/30) do not depend on/3, we shall minimize the following expression: 
1 n 
Qn(/3) = n Z {(gi(/3) - gi(/3°))2 - 2(f,(~) - g,(/3))g~(/30) - (gi2(/3) - hi(/3)) - 28ifi(/3)} • (4.7) 
i= l  
Later we shall prove that 
n 
1 E {2(fi(/~) - gi(/3))g,(/3o) + 26ifi(/3) + (g~(/3) - h,(/3))} = op(1), (4.8) 
n 
i= l  
as n --* oo, uniformly in/3 G O. 
Now we prove that (4.8) and condition (A3) imply that the minimum po int /~ of Q~(/3) is 
consistent. (4.8) and Qn(~n)  < Qn(/3o) imply that 
1 £ (g (~i, ~n) -g(~i,/30)) 2 -< op(1), (4.9) 
7~ 
i~ l  
as  F~ ---~ OO. 
Condition (A3) implies that for arbitrary but fixed {~i, i = 1, 2,. . .  } and a > 0 there exists 
> 0 such that 
1 n 
inf n Z [g(~i,/3) - g(~i, f~o)] 2 > g, (4.10) 
IlO-a°ll->a i=I 
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if n > ne. For fixed a > 0 and no > ne, let Ano(a) denote the following event: 
Then for w E Ano (a) we have 
nO i----1 
Therefore, for each a > 0 there exists g > 0 such that 
if no >ng.  Now, (4.9) and (4.12) imply that/3n --* ;3o in probability, as n --* oo. 
It remained to prove (4.8). To prove (4.8), we shall use Lemma 4.2 for components of the sum 
in (4.8). 
First, let 
n 
1 Z (/(xi, fl) - g(~i, Z)) g(~i, rio). (4.13) U,,(Z) = -~ 
i= l  
The summands are independent with zero expectation. For 1 < t _< 2 
EIUn(Z)I' < c ! n' ~ El (f(x~,/3) - g(5~,/3)) g(~, ~o)1 ~ 
i=1 
1 
< Cn-~_ ~ max Ig(.'~,/3o)l ~ max ~', l . f (z~,/3)-  g(~'./3)l ~ 
- -  l<_ i<_n  l<_ i<_n  
I { } 
< Cn--r~_~ x<mN Ig(&,/3o)lt max Elf(x,,/3)l t + max Ig(&,/3)l t --, 0, 
- -  l<_i<n l<_i<_n 
as n ~ oo, because of assumptions (A2) and (AT). Therefore, U,(/3) ~ 0 in probability. 
Now, we prove condition (4.3) for Un(/3) defined in (4.13). 
sup IUn(/31) - U.(/32)1 < sup -1 ~ Ig(&,/30)11f(x~,/3a) - f (x~, /32)1  
11/3x_/~211< t 11/~l_/~211<t n i=1 
n (4 .14)  
1 
+ sup - ~ Ig(&, ~0)11g(~,/31) - g(~,, &)l- 
II/~a-/~211<t n i=1 
The second summand in the right-hand side of (4.14) tends to zero, as I --* 0, because of assump- 
tion (A4). The expectation of the first summand in the right-hand side of (4.14) is majorized 
by 
csupE sup lY(xi,/3x) - f(x~,/3z)l. (4.15) 
i II~a-~211<l 
Therefore, assumption (A5) and Chebyshev's inequality imply that assumption (4.3) is satisfied 
for Un(/3) defined by (4.13). 
Now, we have to prove that 
1 n 
~,(/3) = ~ ~ {h(x,,/3) - g2(~,,/3)}, (4.16) 
i--1 
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satisfies conditions of Lemma 4.2. As the summands are independent with zero expectation, we 
have for 1 < t _< 2 
1 
n 
~lV.(8)l t _~< c ~--~Elh(x~,8)- g2(5~,8)lt 
~=1 (4.17) 
1 
< Cn-7:7_ 1 max EJh(xi,/~)l t, 
-- l<_i<_n 
and by (A8) the last expression tends to 0, as n ~ cx~. So, Un(8) ~ 0 in probability. 
To prove condition (4.3), consider 
1 n 
sup [Un(81) - Un(82)[ < sup n ~ Jh(xi,81) - h(x~,82)l 
IlBa-~zll</ I1~-~11- <t ~.= 
n (4.18) 
1 
+ sup - ~ I g 2(¢~, 8x) - g2(~,, 82)1 = B1 + B2, 
II~a-a~ll</n i=x 
say. Here, B2 tends to 0, as l ~ 0, because of conditions (A2) and (A4). Furthermore, 
lim lim supE[Bl[ = 0, 
l--*O n---~oo 
by (A6). Therefore, Chebyshev's inequality implies that condition (4.3) is satisfied for Un(8) 
defined by (4.16). 
Now, we prove that 
1 n 
Vn(8) = n E f(xi, 8)~i, (4.19) 
i=l 
satisfies conditions of Lemma 4.2. As {ei} and {~i} are independent and E~i = 0, the summands 
have zero expectation. By independence and (4.1) 
where E~ (respectively, E6), denotes the expectation with respect o {ei : i = 1, 2, . . .  } (respec- 
tively, {6~ : i = 1, 2, . . .  }). By (A7) and (A9) the last expression in (4.20) converges to zero, if 
n -* c¢. Therefore, U,(8) -+ 0 in probability. 
By independence 
E sup IUn(81) - Un(82)[ _~ ! Z E sup I f (x i ,  81) - f (x i ,  82)1 ~leil • 
[iBa_~211_< / n i= l  \l l~x--~21J<t 
Therefore, by (A9) and (A5) 
lim limsupE sup [Un(Sx) - Un(/~)[ = 0, 
l-.0 n-.oo Ilth-thll<t 
so conditions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied. | 
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5. PROOF OF  UPPER BOUNDS FOR LARGE DEVIAT IONS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.6. Remind notation used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
9i(/3) = g(~i,/3), fi(/3) = f (x i , /3) ,  hi(`3) = h(x,, /3),  (5.1) 
for/3 E O. Then, our model is 
y~ = g,(/3o) + ~, (5.2) 
x~ = ~i + e~. 
Qn(/3) can be written in the form: 
n 
1 Z {(gi(/3) - g~(/3°))2 + 25ig~(/3o) - 26J,(/3) Q,(/3) = 
~=i (5.3) 
- 29,(/30)(fi(/3) - 9,(/3)) + (hi(fl) - g~(/3)) + 62}. 
We shall use the following notation: 
n 
1 Z (g~(/31) - g,(/32)) 2 (5.4) ¢,(/31,/32) = ~ 
,----1 
i Z6  ` (1,(/3) _ f,(/30)), (5.5) Y"(/3) = ~ ,=i 
n 
1 Zgi(/3o)(f i(/3) - gi(/3)), (5.6) z("1)(/3) = -~ ,:1 
1 n 
z(,2)(/3) = ~ ~ (h,(/3) - g2(/3)). (5.7) 
5----1 
As/3 =/3n is minimum point of Qn(/3), we have 
Using (5.3)-(5.7), we get from inequality (5.8) that 
Let 0 > 0. On event {V~H/3 -/3o[] > Q}, by (A3*), ~,(f),/3o) > o, therefore (5.9) gives 
Introduce the following events: 
B1 -- (f},/3o) > ' (5.11) 
B2= ~n-"~n "(13-~n ~ -> ' (5.12) 
-> ' 
(5.14) 
J 
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Then  
P(Ane) <_ P(Ane I3 B1) + P(An~ n B21 + P(Ar,~ n B31 
<P(  sup IY.(~), > 1) 
- \ ,~-~o,>~ v~¢n(Z ,  Zo) - 
P ( sup z~'~(~)- z~1~(~o1 ~) (5.15/ + 
\ ,~-~,>~ v~'n  (Z, Zo) -> / 
P ( sup z~2)(~)- z~)(~°/ >_ ~) + o 
! 
We shall put ¢ = @/vrn into (5.15) and estimate ach summand separately. For each summand 
in (5.15 / , we shall use the following decomposition: 
\ , /~-~o, ,>(o /~)  v~' , , ( /~ ,&)  - - \ i : -~o , i>o  v /~ ' , , ( /~ ,&)  - 
(5.16) 
+P(  sup [Tn(fl)[ >c)  
\ (Q /~-~)<I I~-~o I I<Q v / '~" (~,~o)  - " 
In (5.16) we shall choose T,(~) as Y,(fl), ZO)(/3) - Z(~1)(/3o), and Z(2)(/~) - Z(2)(~o). 
Let us start with the first term in (5.16). 
Consider the case of Tn(~) = Yn(/3). By Cauchy's inequality 
Y2(/3) < 1 ,~-.,62.1,~--, (f,(t3)- f,(~o))2 
~.(~,~o1 - n - -  Z_ .~,  n __l v2-~,W) 
(5.17) 
< _ I I~  - ~o lP  
- ~ ~ ' n ~=I ~(~,~o)"  
By (A3*), ( I I~-  ~olI~)/(¢'~(/~, &) )  is bounded, there fore  (5.17) implies 
{l.~-~}{>, \ v /nX/~, f lo )  ] - i=1  / '--' ~ " -~ (5.18/ 
¼~ aS,(#) " < ~-~ ~.1~,1 ~ ~.sup -3~ < oo, 
?2 i=1 i=1 /~ 
where we used independence, (A5*), and Jensen's inequality. Now by (A3*), (5.18), and Cheby- 
shev's inequality: 
P sup > < P sup > e0 < ~'7" (5.19) 
\ ,~-~,>o v'-~,n(~,&) - - \,~-~.,>o v~.,/~,,@,&) - - 
Now, we consider Tn(B) = Z(~ 1) (/~) - Z(~ 1) (~).  By e~-, Jeusen's, and Lyapunov's inequalities 
'/~"/~"~(~' ") (5ao/ 
c I£(~) - A(~o)l + ~ I~@) - ~(~o)I 
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< c I:~(/~) - l~(/3o)F + ~ (g,(/3) - g,(/3o)) ~ 
- (~ , , (~ ,~o) )  "/~ '° ~=1 ~=~ 
< sup 11/3 - /3o1 :  + c (5.20) (cont.) 
- (k~n(/3,/3o))r/2 n /=1 f~ 
n 
< c! ~sup 0:/(/3) " 
_ n~=x ~ ~ +c. 
Therefore, 
r 
E sup _ l~.sup ~ + c < oo, (5.21) 
by (A5*). 
So, by Chebyshev's inequality and (A3*) 
( z(X) (/3) - Z(1) ( /3° ) )  
P sup > c 
II~-~o,>~ v~.  (/3,/3o) - 
(5.22) 
( zCl)(/3) - z°)(/3°) ) c 
< P sup > cQ < ~.  
- ,~-~o,>~ v :~/~. ( /3 ,~o)  - - 
Now, consider Tn(/3) = Z (~) (/3) - Z (2) (/30). 
e 1 n 
< - (h/(/3) - + E (g~(/3) - 9~(/3o)) (5.23) 
- (~ . (~,&) ) r /~  n /=1 /=1 
- , 
c 1 E Ih/(/3) - hi(/3°)lr + c < (g,~(/3) - g~(/3o)) -- (~I/n(/3,~0)) r/2 n i=1 (~I/n(/3,~0)) r/2 i=1 
The second term in the right-hand side of (5.23) is bounded because of the Cauehy inequality, 
while the first term is bounded by 
n 
1 sup 
c -  O~ " ?% i=1 f3 
Therefore, using (A3*) and (A6*), Chebyshev's inequality implies 
V,~-~,o,)>~ v~¢,,(/3,~o) > c_ _< e- 7. (5.24) 
To estimate 
P(  sup ,T.(/3), >c)  (5.25) 
\(¢/,m)_<,~-~oL<~ V - ( /3 ,  &) - ' 
we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let/5 = 0/V~, 0m = m6, m = 1,2, . . . .  Suppose that for fixed constants 0 < F~ _< 
I_<F~ <oo 
< c, if F10,n _< I1~ - ~011 < FzOm+l, (5.26) 
for m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  where c does not depend on m. Suppose furthermore 
ElTn(fll) - Tn(fl2)[ r < chill - -  ~211 r. (5.27) 
Then, 
P (  sup ,Tn(fl)[ >c)  < c 
\(~/,~)<Afl-~o,,_<~ v " (~,&)  - _ --7. (5.28) 
We postpone the proof of Lemma 5.1 and continue the proof of Theorem 3.6. Now, we shall 
check assumptions of Lemma 5.1 for Tn(~) = Yn(~), Z(nl)(fl)- ZO)(~o), and Z(2)(fl) -Z(2)(fl0). 
Let us start with Tn(fl) = Yn(fl). By independence, (4.1), Jensen's inequality, (Ah*), and (A9) 
~ )  r 1 1 ~-~6i[f i (~)_f i (~o)] ~ 
- -  max E I~ I~ [y~(~) - £ (&) l  2 
~-- Cor m l<_i<n i=1  (5.29) 
n 
< c i r . !  ly,(fl) - Y,(Zo)l 
- Orm hi= 1 
<c~l  l~- 'Esup  
- o r  n ~ - - -  I l f~-& l l  r < c \ -~]  < c, 
=m i= 1 /J 
if lift - ~0[[ <_ F2Om+l. Therefore, (5.26) is satisfied. 
Now, we turn to Assumption (5.27). By the same method as in (5.29), we get 
EIY .C f l l ) -Y , , ( f l2 ) I  ~ E 1 ESi[fi(flx)_fiC&) ] 
~=1 (5.30) n r 
0f , (~)  
<cl~-~Esup ~ I lZ l -& I I  ~ <c l IZ l -& I I  ~ 
n i=1 fl P 
We cheek assumptions of Lemma 5.1 for 
Tn(fl) = Z(nl)(fl) - Z(nl)(/~o). 
We have 
1 y -~g~(&) [ (£ (~)  _ y~(&)) _ (g~(fl) _ g~(&))l  EIT.(fl)I r = E ~ i=1 
{- 1 Y~EI /~( f l )  - f~(~o) - g~(~) +g, (&) l  r ,  (5.31/ < cmax nr/------ ~ 
i----I 
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The first expression behind the max sign is majorized by 
{ n i n } 
C ~nr/2 Z E [fi(/~) -- fi(/~O)f -b ~ Z [gi(~) -- gi(t30)[ r 
i=1 i=1 
c I--L-- '~ Esup 0 ~ ( < fi (/3) 1 gi(/~°))2 ) r/2 (5.32) - nr/~  a 1~ I I/~-/~ollr + %75 ~,=a (g'(/~)- 
/ 
_< cll/~ -/~oll ~ + c (~(f~, ~o) : /2  _< cllf~ - :~oll ", 
where we used (A5*), (A3*), and r > 2. (Remark that ()-~in__l la~:)x/r is a decreasing function 
of r.) 
The second expression behind the max sign in (5.31) is majorized by 
nr/2 E (fi(/~) - fi(/~o)) 2q- (gi(/3) - 9i(/3o)) 2\  ).2 
<_ c ~ (f~(/~) - f~(~o)) 2 + c (o~(/~) - a~(/~o)) 2 
"= i=I 
_< cll/~ - :~olr. 
Inequalities (5.31)-(5.33) imply ~IT,(/~)I ~ _< cll/~-/~o1:, and therefore 
E Tn(/~) < c, if II/~-/~oll -< F2o~+I, 
Om 
so (5.26) is satisfied. 
Now, Tn (f~l) -Tn  (B2) = Z (1) (ill) - Z (1) (f~2) has the same structure as the expression analysed 
above, therefore 
S [Tn(/~l) - T,(f~2)[ r = E Z(nl)(f~l) - Z(nl)(~2) r _<~ cll~x - fall =. (5.34) 
It remained to check Assumptions (5.26) and (5.27) for Tn(~) = Z(2)(f~) - Z(2)(f~0). Using 
Assumption (A6*), by the same method as in (5.31)-(5.33), one can get 
S Zn(2)(f~l) -- Z(n2)(/~2) r --~ cllfh -/3211". (5.35) 
Therefore 
~. ~T"(/~) r _< cll/~ o~- :~°11~ < c, (5.36) 
if II/~ -/~oll -< F2Qm+x, and 
~. IT.(fh) - T.(/~u)I ~ = ~- z(z)(/~a) - Z~(2)(/~z) ~< cllfh - /h i : .  (5.37) 
So, the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 are satisfied. The proof of Theorem 3.6 is complete. | 
PROOF OF REMARK 3.7. In the proof of inequality (5.29) instead of (4.1) use (4.2). | 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.1. Let [[ [[oo denote the sup norm in R p. Then, there exist finite positive 
constants L~ and L2 such that 
Lallzll < Ilzll~o -< LzIIzII, vx • RP. 
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Therefore 
f :~<-11/3 -~oH_<0 C f : -~_<l l f - f0 l loo<_L2o  =G.  
Let ~ = 9(L1/v/-n), ~m = m~, and Gm= {f : ~m _< 11/3 - f011c~  ~,~+1}. 
Then 
[L2C~/L,] 
G C U Gin, 
m=l 
where [] denotes the integer part. We cover Gm by balls (in sense of II Iloo-norm) with radius ~. 
It is possible that the number of balls covering Grn is not greater than cm p- 1. Let us denote a 
covering of this kind by P,n. Then 
P sup ITn(f)l > c < P~n, (5.38) 
\(~/¢~)_<i1~-~ot1_<~ v / - ( f  ,&)  - - m=, 
where 
\0~_<il~-~oll~<_o~+, v~. ( f ,  fio) - 
<P( sup ,T.(f)l > ce~v~n) 
< ~_, P( sup ,Tn(f),>_co~vrn) BET~.. \l~eBne 
1 2 = ~ P( 'Tn(fB)'>- 'cornY~n) (5.39) 
Be~P,~ 
+ ~ P sup lT,,(f~)- T.(~)I > ~c0~V~ 
BEVy B1, B2EBNO 
<~C?n p-1 BET~,~sup P(lTn(fB)l>~ce~v~n) 
= + P2 .  ) , 
say, where fiB denotes a point in the ball B. 
By Chebyshev's inequality and assumption (5.26) 
E IT.( fB) I"  c c 
P ( IT.( fB)I  >_ celV"£)  _< c: e~n,./= -< --e~,n"/~ -- m'e"  ' (5.40) 
if fib E Gin. Therefore 
CT/~ p-1 C p(1) < -  _ 
mn -- ?T~rLor mr -p+lLor ,  
and 
(5.41) 
because r > p. 
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Now, we turn to ~(2)mn. We need Theorem 3.2.3 of [11]. For convenience we shall quote it in 
Lemma 5.2. By (5.45) 
P sup [Tn(fh) - Tn(/?2)l >_ a < koc (m + 1)---~ a -~ 
HI, /~eBne (5.42) 
= c (m + 1)Pa -r, 
if/?1, /?2 6 Gin. Therefore 
p(2) < crop-1 sup (m A- 1) p < C--~m2r_2p+ 1 m n  - -  - -  
BEPm 
which implies 
[L2~/L1] 
Z pp) < c ~,  1 c 
m=l mn -- ? m m2r -2p+l  -- < --•r' (5.43) 
because p < r. This completes the proof. | 
LEMMA 5.2. (See Theorem 3.2.3 of [11].) Let T~ be a separable, measurable stochastic field 
defined on the closed set O C_ RP. Suppose that for any/?, ~ (for which/? + ~ 6 6)) 
t 
E T( /?+/~)  -T(/?) r <l(/?) ~ r , (5.44) 
for some r >_ r' > p and a locally bounded function l : R p --* R~. Then for any q, h, and a > 0 
P ~',~"eenB(q)SUp IT(/?') - T(/?")I > a < ko kZeens(q) 
II~'-~"ll_<h 
where ko depends on r, r', and p but does not depend on q, h, and a. (Here B(q) = {/? : II/?11 < q} 
is the dosed ball with radius q.) 
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